
Year 6 World War 2 

English 

The core text for the term is   

Goodnight Mister Tom by Michelle 

Magorian. This well-known text, 

set in WW2 has brilliant examples 

of figurative language and varied 

formality. Through this text,       

children will explore themes such 

as friendship, forgiveness, loss and 

self-belief.  The children have 

come up with some great ideas on 

our big picture for writing which 

we have included this half term:  
 Effective note taking and 

building on these notes to 
write a formal,                     
non-chronological report.  

 Using descriptive language of 
characters and settings     
within a diary entry /          
recount. 

 Debating whether or not 
children should have been 
evacuated in WW2, leading 
onto a formally written      
discussion. 

SPaG Focuses this half term: 

 Identifying and using tense 
types. 

 Recognising clause and 
phrase types.  

Maths 

Our focus this term will be  on    

ratio and algebra. When learning 

about ratio, year 6 will:  

 Explore the relationship     
between addition and       
multiplication  

 Use the language of ratio 
 Apply the relationship        

between fractions and ratios 
 Use ratio to complete scaled 

drawings  
 Use scale factors  
 Solve problems involving    

ratio  
When learning about Algebra     
children will:  
 Solve problems involving 1 

and 2 step function             
machines  

 Form expressions  
 Identify the values of         

substitutions for numbers  
 Use formulae to work out 

values  
 Form equations from          

diagrams and worded                    
descriptions  

Science 

Our Science topic this term is 

‘Electricity’. We will be discovering 

how our understanding of          

electricity has changed over time; 

learning about the scientists like 

Abraham Lincoln and his             

contributions to our understanding 

of electricity. 

We will be focusing on: 

 investigate static electricity. 

 creating a simple series     
circuit. 

 investigate ways in which the 
brightness of a bulb or speed 
of a motor is changed.  

 understand that the      
brightness of a bulb or the 
speed of a motor can be 
changed in a circuit. 

 understand that bulbs and 
motors will blow out if too 
high a voltage is used. 

 recognise and use symbols in 
circuits.  

Opportunities for SMSC 

 In humanities we will be           

discussing the holocaust and the 

impact it had on our population; 

why it is so important that we 

remember it and the possible 

effects of discrimination today.  

 In P.E. children will continue to               

develop their teamwork skills, 

learning how to work  together 

effectively. 

Value of the Term 

Resilience 



History and Geography 

Our humanities topic this term is 

‘World War Two’. The children will 

focus on developing the following 

skills: 

 To empathise with evacuees 

from WWII.  

 To find out about women’s 

wartime jobs and describe 

what they entailed in detail.  

 To know who Anne Frank was.  

 To explain what the Holocaust 

was and describe some events 

that happened.  

 To describe what happened 

during some key events from 

World War II. 

 To explain why World War II 

began and order events from 

early World War II on a      

timeline. 

 To describe how people’s    

diets were different during 

WWII.  

 To understand how some 

events from the past affect 

life today. 

 To use range of evidence to 

build a picture of the way of 

life during the time period. 

Art/D.T. 

Children will be designing and    

building a model fair ground ride. 

They will be learning to: 

 look at a range of familiar 

products that use rotating 

parts 

 use models, kits and drawings 

to help formulate design idea  

 investigate ways of making a 

framework for a fairground 

ride 

 Understand and use electrical 

systems in their products (eg: 

a series of circuits                 

incorporating switches, bulbs, 

buzzers and motors)  

 incorporate motor and a 

switch into a model  

 design a fairground ride with a 

rotating part 

 generate, develop, model and 

communicate ideas through 

discussion and annotated     

sketches 

 make a fairground ride         

following a design 

 evaluate a finished product 

 invite feedback from others 

about my work  

Computing: 

Children will design and produce a 

blog. They will: 

 identify the purpose of writing 

a blog  

 plan the theme and content 

for a blog  

 understand how to write a 

blog and a blog post  

 ensure the content of their 

blog considers the end user  

Children will also be using                        

computers to research evacuation, 

and take a virtual tour of Anne 

Frank’s house. 

P.E. 

Dance: 

 To perform the Charleston, 

Lambeth Wall, and Lindy Hop. 

 To plan and perform an                    

interpretive  dance about 

WW2. 

 Plan and take part in a dance 

party.  

Football: 

 To set up a shooting                

opportunity for a teammate  

 To perform a penalty kick with 

power and accuracy  

 To shoot with increasing speed 

PSHCE 

 We will talk about, empathise 

with and respect the                          

similarities and differences 

between our own culture/

religious beliefs and others’.  

 Our RSE topics this half term is 

‘Healthy Happy Relationships’ 

including understanding 

boundaries, how change can 

affect friendships; and                      

understand that everyone            

experiences emotions in 

different ways. 

R.E. 

In R.E. lessons this half-term we will 

continuing our unit on the question, 

‘What does Religion tell us to do 

when life gets hard?’ This will be in  

reference to life after death.  This 

unit will explore:  

 people’s understanding of the 

soul and facing dilemmas 

 non-religious life after death 

beliefs  

 the concept of judgement and 

the concept of afterlife.  

 ideas about reincarnation  


